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THE ROSTER
WOOL - page 2 - Whether hunting in the dead of winter, or sitting in the boardroom, we have the right wool 
sock for your client. Our high-end wools offer superior comfort and out-perform the competition.

DRESS - page 3-4 - Dress socks are the new necktie. This is the ideal item for any client looking to accessorize 
today’s business attire. Our fun, fashionable designs are a “shoe-in” sale for any corporate environment.

ATHLETIC - page 5-6 - Paying homage to our history, we have included some of our best sellers in this offering. 
These items are perfect for golf tournaments, teams sports, running events, or just everyday active wear.

DYE SUBLIMATION - page 7-10 - Looking to nail every detail of your client’s logo? Try our custom dye sub 
product. Use our stock background or provide your own to create a truly unique sock. Do your own dye sub? We 
used our years of experience to create the highest quality print-ready blanks in the industry.

CABIN/COZY COLLECTION - page 11-12 - Time to relax! Put any of these items on your clients’ feet and 
they won’t want to take them off. From sherpa-lined cable knits to single-layer cozies, these are great items for 
corporate retreats, salons, spas, yoga studios, or anywhere else you want to get your zen on.

INFANT/TODDLER/CHILD - page 13 - Don’t forget about the little guys. These styles will cover all your 
needs and are perfect for any child-centric business.

VALUE - page 14 - Get a great bang for your buck with these items. We offer 3 basic profiles that are ideal for  
any occasion.

STILL NOT ENOUGH? Just ask, and we will work to meet your needs. With years of domestic manufacturing 
and international sourcing, we have the ability to meet almost any need, price point, and/or quantity. IN
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GET TO KNOW TCK
Based in North Carolina, Twin City Knitting (TCK) has a rich history of producing premium socks. Established 

in 1961, we began knitting performance team athletic socks and quickly established ourselves as the industry 
leader in the team market. As the sock market expanded and evolved, TCK has also expanded and evolved. 
We utilized our strong domestic manufacturing toward servicing the high demand for custom socks both on and 
off the field.

One natural progression was expansion into the collegiate bookstore market. To ensure we fully serviced this 
market, we also expanded our product line to include outdoor, dress, sublimation, ladies, and infant/toddler. 
With low minimums, quick turns, and premium product, we have become a leading provider in this category. 
Today, you can find TCK-branded product in over 600 collegiate bookstores.

Now, we are ready to serve you! You will not find another custom sock manufacturer that offers the “complete 
package.” From athlete-to-fan, from board room-to-outdoor enthusiast, and from the young to the young-at-
heart; we have the socks for every person and every occasion.

www.tckcorporate.com

THE TECHNOLOGY

antimicrobial blister control climate control compression
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HIKER LIGHT
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LC2156 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $16.50 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose body color (wool colors only)
2. choose welt/heel/toe color (wool or nylon)
3. choose foot accent stripe color 
4. provide logo or text (front, sides, or back)
5. choose size (S, M, L, XL) 

COLORS
refer to wool and nylon color options on back cover

PURE SOFT-TOUCH MERINO WOOL

DURABLE MERINO WOOL-POLYPRO BLEND

DURABLE MERINO WOOL-POLYPRO BLEND
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BOARDROOM
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LM2706 MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $17.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose body color from colors below
2. provide logo or text (front, sides, or back)
3. choose size (S, M, L, XL) 

COLORS

HIKER
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LTRK1 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $19.20 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose body color
2. choose foot accent color
3. provide logo (front, sides, or back)
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL) 

COLORS
refer to wool color options on back cover

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

charcoal oatmeal navybrownblack

USA Made

USA Made

USA Made

IDEAL FOR:
outdoor/mountain 
events, outdoor 
workers

IDEAL FOR:
executive and 
corporate 
sponsorship gifts

IDEAL FOR:
outdoor/mountain 
events, outdoor 
workers
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DRESS STRIPE
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XMDS1 MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
XODS1 OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose stripe color 1
3. choose heel/toe/stripe color 2
4. provide logo or text (front, sides, or back) 
5. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

DRESS ARGYLE 1
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XODA1 OVER-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose argyle color 1
3. choose heel/toe/argyle color 2
4. choose dash line color
5. provide logo or text (sides only) 
6. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover
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DOTS
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XMDOT MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
XODOT OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose heel/toe color
3. choose dot 1 color
4. choose dot 2 color
5. provide logo (sides only) 
6. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event
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HEATHER FASHION
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XMDV1 MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
XODV1 OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose 2 body colors (polyester)
2. choose welt/heel/toe color
3. provide logo or text (sides only)
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL) 

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

ALL-OVER
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XMDG1 MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
XODG1 OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose body color
2. choose welt/heel/toe color
3. provide logo
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL) 

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

CUSTOM DRESS
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XMD00 MID-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
XOD00 OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. provide custom design
 *art fee will apply for this style
2. clearly define color choices and locations
3. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event

IDEAL FOR:
any corporate gift 
or event
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USA FLAG
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LUSC1 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $13.40 (P)
LUSO1 OVER-CALF   HEEL&TOE   $13.90 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com
1. choose body color and stripe color 1
2. choose back/heel&toe color
3. choose accent stripe/stars/bars and stripe color 2
4. provide logo or text (front only) 
5. choose size (XS, S, M, L, XL)  

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

HEATHER
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE 
LHPC01 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $14.20 (P)
LHPO01 OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $14.70 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com
1. choose stripes/heel&toe color (see NYLON colors on back cover)
2. choose body/heather color 1 (limited to HEATHER colors)
3. provide logo or text (front, sides, or back) (max of 4 logo colors)
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS

black
white

col blue
white

dk green
white

gold
white

graphite
white

gray
white

maroon
white

navy
white

orange
white

royal
white

scarlet 
black

scarlet 
white

purple
white
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BASELINE
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LBBPC CREW   HEEL&TOE   $12.80 (P)
LBBPO OVER-CALF HEEL&TOE   $13.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com
1. choose body color
2. choose bars/heel&toe color
3. provide logo or text (back only) 
4. choose size (XS, S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

hot pink
pink

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

USA Made

USA Made

USA Made

IDEAL FOR:
patriotic holidays, 
gyms, team sports

IDEAL FOR:
races, gyms, team 
sports
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LOW-CUT STRIPE
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LB59R1 LOW-CUT   HEEL&TOE   $11.70 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com
1. choose body/back of welt color
2. choose footbed/achilles color
3. choose heel&toe/accent stripe/front of welt color
4. provide text (front or back of welt)
5. provide logo (top of arch)
 *max of 5 colors including logo 
6. choose size (S, M, L, XL)  

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

VICTORY QUARTER
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LQ2360 QUARTER   HEEL&TOE   $11.90 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com 
1. choose body color
2. choose pattern/heel/toe/stripe 1 color
3. choose stripe 2 color
4. provide logo or text (front only)
 *max of 5 colors including logo
5. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

PERFORMANCE
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
LUGC1 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $12.60 (P)
LUGQ1 QUARTER   HEEL&TOE   $12.10 (P)
LUGR1 ROLL   HEEL&TOE   $11.60 (P)

DESIGN STEPS - tckcustomforms.com 
1. choose body color
2. choose mesh/heel/toe color (can be same as body color) 
3. provide logo and/or text (front, sides, or back)
* for roll or quarter
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover
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24 pair per style/color/design with a
12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

USA Made

USA Made

USA Made

IDEAL FOR:
races, gyms,
team sports,
golf
tournaments

IDEAL FOR:
races, gyms, 
team sports,
golf
tournaments
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VINTAGE DYE SUB
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSC026 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose sock color
2. choose heel/toe/foot pattern color
3. provide logo* (sides, front, or back) *vector art only
4. provide size quantities (S, M, L)

MINIMUMS/TURNAROUND
24 pair minimum per design/color/size with a 12 pair minimum per size
3-5 weeks after art approval

MOSSY OAK DYE SUB
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSC*** CREW   HEEL&TOE   $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose sock color
2. choose heel/toe/foot pattern color
3. choose Mossy Oak design pattern
4. provide logo* (sides, front, or back) *vector art only
5. provide size quantities (S, M, L)

MINIMUMS/TURNAROUND
24 pair minimum per design/color/size with a 12 pair minimum per size
3-5 weeks after art approval
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BOTTOMLAND®
DSC022

BREAK-UP COUNTRY®
DSC023

MOUNTAIN COUNTRY®
DSC024

OBSESSION®
DSC025

3

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
any customer wanting 
to maximize logo detail 
and intricate/unique 
backgrounds

IDEAL FOR:
any customer wanting 
to maximize logo detail 
and intricate/unique 
backgrounds
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CUBES
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSC015 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose sock color
2. choose heel/toe/foot pattern color
3. Cubes pattern will reflect company colors
4. provide logo (front, back, or sides) 
5. choose size (S, M, L)  

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

STRIPES
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSC013 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose sock color
2. choose heel/toe/foot pattern color
3. choose Stripes color 1
3. *Stripes color 2 same as sock color
4. provide logo (front, back, or sides)
5. choose size (S, M, L) 

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover

DISTRESSED
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSC010 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose sock color
2. choose heel/toe/foot pattern color
3. Distressed pattern will reflect company colors
4. provide logo (front, back, or sides)
5. choose size (S, M, L) 

COLORS
refer to color options on back cover
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NMINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to maximize 
logo detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to maximize 
logo detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to maximize 
logo detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds
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DYE SUB CREW (CUSTOM BACKGROUND)
STYLE DESIGN  LENGTH CONSTRUCTION PRICE
DSC000 CUSTOM CREW   HEEL&TOE  $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
*for full design capabilities vist tcksports.com/sublimation
1. choose sock color (see back cover)
2. provide background*
3. provide logo** (sides, front, or back)
4. choose pattern bar color
5. provide size quantities (Small, Medium, Large)

CONTENTS
•65% polyester •20% nylon •9% cotton •5% rubber •1% spandex

ART REQUIREMENTS
If files are not provided in stated format*, orders are subject to a $60 (G) art fee.
* Background design requires vector -or- high resolution (~300dpi) art. Dimensions shown below.
** Logo must be provided in vector format.

FULL-BODY DYE SUB CREW (CUSTOM ART)
STYLE DESIGN  LENGTH CONSTRUCTION PRICE
DSCFB1 CUSTOM CREW   HEEL&TOE  $18.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
*for full design capabilities vist tcksports.com/sublimation
1. provide sock art*
2. provide logo** (front and/or back only)
3. provide size quantities (Small, Medium, Large)

CONTENTS
•86% polyester  •10% cotton  •3% elastic  •1% spandex

ART REQUIREMENTS
Same as above

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to 
maximize logo 
detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to 
maximize logo 
detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds
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DYE SUB CREW FULL BODY BLANK
STYLE SIZE CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSCFB  S, M, L      HEEL&TOE $6.50 (P)
*TCK is not responsible for misprinted or damaged product from dye sublimation process. 

CUSTOM OPTIONS
D.I.Y.

FEATURES
•print crease resistant (black heel/toe design)
•grin-through reduction design (gray backing yarn)
•smooth print surface •moisture control
•arch compression   •double welt top

CONTENTS
•82% polyester •8% nylon
•8% elastic  •2% lycra® spandex

006
white

DYE SUB TUBE BLANK
STYLE SIZE CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
DSTFB S, M, L   TUBE   $6.50 (P)
*TCK is not responsible for misprinted or damaged product from dye sublimation process.

CUSTOM OPTIONS
D.I.Y

FEATURES
•print crease resistant (black toe design)
•grin-through reduction design (gray backing yarn)
•smooth print surface •moisture control
•double welt top

CONTENTS
•82% polyester •8% nylon
•8% elastic  •2% lycra® spandex

006
white

DYE SUB PERFORMANCE CREW BLANK
STYLE  SIZE    CONSTRUCTION PRICE
DSCSLP  S, M, L   HEEL&TOE  $11.00 (P)
*TCK is not responsible for misprinted or damaged product
from dye sublimation process. 

CUSTOM OPTIONS
D.I.Y.

FEATURES
•smooth print surface
•grin-through reduction design
 (matching backing yarn)
•moisture control  •blister control
•arch compression •breathable mesh
•double welt top

CONTENTS
•65% polyester •20% nylon
•9% cotton  •5% rubber  •1% spandex

727
dark green

026
black

130
scarlet

703
royal

063
maroon

006
white

107
navy
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SMINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
No minimum (stock product)

TURNAROUND TIME
1-2 days

USA Made

USA Made

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to maximize 
logo detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds

IDEAL FOR:
any customer 
wanting to maximize 
logo detail and 
intricate/unique 
backgrounds
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SNOW CHRISTIE
STYLE SIZE PRICE
XSNOWY OSFM $27.90 (P)

FEATURES 
• cuffed dual-layered lounge sock
• plush feather outer layer
• soft sherpa inside layer
• TCK-branded non-slip grippers

DESIGN STEPS 
1. provide logo for emblem (outsides)

COLORS
Heather Gray/Ivory (as shown)

ALPEN GLOW
STYLE SIZE PRICE
XALPEN OSFM $44.00 (P)

FEATURES 
• ribbed-knit cut & sew slipper sock
• fully-lined sherpa fleece interior
• memory foam sole for extra comfort
• TCK-branded non-slip sole

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose color below
2. provide logo for emblem (outsides)

COLORS

MISS CHALET
STYLE SIZE PRICE
XCMISS OSFM $27.90 (P)

FEATURES 
• dual-layered lounge sock
• chunky cable knit outer layer
• cozy sherpa lining
• TCK-branded non-slip grippers

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose color below
2. provide logo for emblem (outsides)

COLORS

black maroon navy royal scarletgray

*Available
9/1/19

*Available
9/1/19

*Available
9/1/19

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
36 pair per style/color/design with a

TURNAROUND TIME
5-6 weeks

after art approval

black cardinal dark green maroon navy royal scarletgray

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas, salons

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas, salons

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas, salons
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black cardinal

navy pink

COZY
STYLE SIZE CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XCZ902 OSFM   HEEL&TOE   $11.50 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose color below
2. provide logo for emblem (outsides only)

COLORS

dark
green

gold hot pink

WARM FUZZY
STYLE SIZE CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XFUZZY OSFM   HEEL&TOE   $21.00 (P)

FEATURES 
1. chunky knit cozy
2. wide-ribbed knit pattern
3. TCK-branded non-slip grippers

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose color below
2. provide logo for emblem (front, back, or outsides)

COLORS
*Available

9/1/19

maroon

purple royal scarlet white

*Cozy colors can be mixed to meet minimums. Logo must remain the same.

COZY POLKADOT
STYLE SIZE CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XCZ90D OSFM   HEEL&TOE   $11.50 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose color below
2. provide logo for emblem (front, back, or outsides)

COLORS

dark green
white/gray

hot pink
pink

navy
white/gray

purple
white/gray

royal
white/gray

scarlet
white/black

scarlet
white/gray

*Cozy colors can be mixed to meet minimums. Logo must remain the same.

black gray maroon royalnavy scarlet

C
O

Z
YMINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS

72 pair per style/color/design with a
TURNAROUND TIME

5-6 weeks
after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas, salons,

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas, salons

IDEAL FOR:
resorts, spas,
salons
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ALL-OVER KIDS
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XCTG1 CREW HEEL&TOE   $9.70 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose welt/heel/toe color
3. provide logo (all-over)
4. choose size (infant, toddler, child (XXS), child (XS)) 

COLORS
refer to acrylic/polyester color options on back cover

*Available in Infant, Toddler, and Child sizes

REPEAT
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XCTR1 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $9.70 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose stripe color
3. provide text 
4. choose size (infant, toddler, child (XXS), child (XS))

COLORS
refer to acrylic/polyester color options on back cover

*Available in Infant, Toddler, and Child sizes. 
Number of stripes will vary by size.

BOOTIE
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XIB900 BOOTIE   HEEL&TOE   $9.70 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose welt/heel/toe/dot 1 color
3. choose dot 2 color
4. provide logo (arch) 
5. choose size (infant, toddler, child (XXS), child (XS))

COLORS
refer to acrylic/polyester color options on back cover

*Available in Infant, Toddler, and Child sizes

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
24 pair per style/color/design with a

12 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
nurseries, day 
cares, bounce 
houses, infant/
youth-based 
brands

IDEAL FOR:
nurseries, day 
cares, bounce 
houses, infant/
youth-based 
brands

IDEAL FOR:
nurseries, day cares, 
bounce houses, 
infant/youth-based 
brands
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VALUE CREW
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XC624 CREW   HEEL&TOE   $9.30 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose welt/heel/toe color
3. provide logo or text (sides only)
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

HIGH VOLUME ORDERS
minimum 1,200 pair 
turnaround time: 90 days after art approval
price: $5.90 (P)

VALUE QUARTER
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XQ111 QUARTER   HEEL&TOE   $9.10 (P)

DESIGN STEPS
1. choose body color
2. choose heel/toe color
3. provide logo or text (sides only)
4. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

HIGH VOLUME ORDERS
minimum 1,200 pair 
turnaround time: 90 days after art approval
price: $5.60 (P)

VALUE LOW-CUT
STYLE LENGTH CONSTRUCTION  PRICE
XR660 LOW-CUT   HEEL&TOE   $9.00 (P)

DESIGN STEPS 
1. choose body color
2. choose heel/toe color
2. provide logo or text (sole)
3. choose size (S, M, L, XL)

COLORS
refer to polyester color options on back cover

HIGH VOLUME ORDERS
minimum 1,200 pair 
turnaround time: 90 days after art approval
price: $5.40 (P)

MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS
72 pair per style/color/design with a

36 pair minimum per size

TURNAROUND TIME
4-5 weeks

after art approval

IDEAL FOR:
trade shows, 
large event 
give-aways

IDEAL FOR:
trade shows, 
large event 
give-aways

IDEAL FOR:
trade shows, 
large event 
give-aways



TERMS & CONDITIONS:
Net 30 days
F.O.B. - Conover, NC
Prices subject to change without notice.  We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, and DISCOVER

TRANSPORTATION CHARGES:  Transportation charges are collect unless otherwise specified. All prepaid freight charges will 
be charged to the customer’s account. Title to all goods passes to the buyer upon delivery to the carrier, and transportation 
is at the purchaser’s risk. Customers will be responsible for all freight charges on refused shipments.

BACKORDER:  Notations are made on all invoices for merchandise not available at the time the order was shipped. All such 
backorders will be shipped without prior notice unless instructions have been received by Twin City to cancel the backorder.

SHORTAGE:  All shortage claims must be made within 14 days after invoice date.

CHARGES FOR RETURNED CHECKS:  There will be a $30.00 service charge per check per occurrence. Accounts are 
automatically placed on C.O.D. Cash Only and must reapply to open terms.

PAST DUE BALANCE:  Accounts 30 days past due will be put on C.O.D. and turned over for collections. Customers will be 
required to reimburse any collection fees incurred. A service charge of 2% per month will be applied to all past due accounts.

YARN COLOR OPTIONS

POLYPROPYLENE/NYLON

fuchsia scarlet sedona
red

cardinalhot pink maroon tennessee
orange

neon
orange

orange texas
orange

neon
yellow

yellow

dark
gold

vegas
gold

old
gold

neon
green

lime dark
green

mint columbia
blue

kelly

navy dark
navy

lavender purple gray dark
gray

graphite

pink goldbright
yellow

marlin
teal

turquoise electric
blue

teal royalair force
blue

khaki light
brown

brown black whitenaturaldark
royal

ACRYLIC/POLYESTER

fuchsia scarlet sedona
red

cardinalhot pink maroon tennessee
orange

neon
orange

orange texas
orange

neon
yellow

yellow

vegas
gold

old
gold

neon
green

lime kelly columbia
blue

marlin 
teal

dark
green

dark
navy

lavender purple gray brown black

pink dark
gold

gold

turquoise teal air force
blue

dark
royal

royal

white

navy

SIZING CHART
SOCK SIZE XXS XS S M L XL

US YOUTH SHOE SIZE 1-7 8-12 12-5
US WOMEN SHOE SIZE 4-7 7-10 10-13 13+

US MEN SHOE SIZE 6-9 9-12 12-15
EURO SHOE SIZE 34-37 37-41 41-45 45-49

MOCK-UP:  With appropriate art supplied - vector (.ai/.eps/Illustrator-editable 
.pdf) - we will supply one (1) free digital mock-up to display color selections and 
logo placement on chosen sock. Any additional revisions are subject to an art 
fee of $25 (G). Please allow 2-4 business days. *Mock-ups are not intended to display 

knitted logo details.

VIRTUAL PROOF: A 3D rendering that simulates a “knitted look” to give a more 
detailed example of the finished product. If a purchase order is placed, a virtual 
proof is provided at no charge for art approval. If a virtual proof is requested 
before an order is placed, an art fee of $50 (G) is applied. Please allow 5-7 
business days. *Not available in Dye Sub or Cabin/Cozy product.

PHYSICAL SAMPLE:  If a physical sock sample is requested, a sample fee of $75 
(G) will be charged. Please allow 14-21 business days for ex-factory. (Not shown.)

WOOL

burgundy charcoal columbia 
blue

denimbrown fog gray graphiteblack redkhaki loden 
green

mandarin navy plumpink

Mock-up

Virtual
Proof


